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Previous work has shown that head movement correlates with speaker fundamental frequency            
(F0)[1]. The present study tests whether this F0-related head movement (F0HM) serves a strictly              
physiological function in the control of F0[2], or whether speakers make use of it as a deliberate                 
visual aspect of the linguistic signal. To investigate this, we compare F0HM in congenitally blind               
and sighted speakers. Previous studies indicate that sighted speakers may intentionally amplify            
physiological movements to convey linguistic information visually; for example, blind speakers           
produce less lip protrusion for rounding than sighted speakers [3]. If congenitally blind speakers              
employ F0HM identically to sighted speakers, this would suggest that head movement serves             
some physiological function in speech production. If sighted speakers exhibit larger F0-related            
head movements, this would suggest that sighted speakers use these visible movements as a              
deliberate linguistic cue.  
Methods. Naturalistic speech from audio-visual interviews of two adult English speaker groups            
were downloaded from YouTube: blind from birth (BB n=8, 14334 frames) and sighted (SS;              
n=10, 8892 frames). These videos were downloaded in 720p with a standardized frame rate (30               
frames/second). Audio from YouTube videos were saved to a sound file at 44.1 kHz in a 16-bit                 
mono channel. Vertical head movement measurements (in millimetres: mm) were extracted from            
each video using facial point tracking in OpenFace 2.0 [4], focused on the nose of each speaker.                 
The speakers’ F0 values were extracted from each sound file using prosody analysis functions in               
Prosogram [5] and Praat [6]. F0 values were converted to semitones (ST) with a reference of 100                 
Hz. (For voiceless frames, the F0 was interpolated across voiceless frames of continuous speech              
with a duration below 250 milliseconds). Head movement values and their corresponding F0             
values were normalized by calculating the difference between the value at each point and the               
value from the initial frame. A Pearson product-moment correlation test was used to evaluate the               
relationship between F0 and head movement. To quantify the degree of head movement             
corresponding to F0 change by speaker group, a ratio was calculated at each frame for head                
movement (in mm) and the corresponding F0 change (in ST), in this case, head movement values                
and their corresponding F0 values were normalized by subtracting the value at each frame from               
the values of the preceding frame.  
Results. The mean (M) and standard deviation (SD) of the frame-to-frame ST change for the two                
groups were equivalent: BB (M = 1.02, SD=1.64) and SS (M = 1.07, SD=1.72 p=0.016).               
However, significantly more head movement is observed from SS (M = 1.17, SD=2.1) compared              
to BB (M = 0.61, SD = 1.14 , p<0.001). Figure 1 displays scatterplots with the correlation                 
between normalized vertical head movement and F0 values for the data collected to date.              
Pearson’s product-moment correlation tests reveal a weak but significant (p < 0.001) positive             
correlation between these two variables for both speaker groups, with BB showing a stronger              
correlation (r=0.12, df=7) than SS (r=0.05, df=9). The ratio of head movement per ST change               
(BB: 9.0mm/ST; SS: 18.6mm/ST) suggests that SS produce twice as much head movement than              
BB for each corresponding change in ST. 
Discussion. These results support the view that at least some head movement serves a              
physiological function in F0 production for all speaker groups. Even without access to visual              
cues, significant positive correlations between head movements and pitch variation are observed            
in blind speakers. In addition, for sighted speakers, increased head movement for each             



 

corresponding change in F0 suggests that head movement also serves as a visual speech cue.               
This latter observation may also be reflected in the weaker correlation value.  
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Figure 1. Scatterplots with correlation between normalized vertical head movement (mm) 
and F0 (semitones) for the blind and sighted speaker groups. 
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